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PHIL 429 

Feminist Ethics 

Professor Deni Elliott 
Office Hours: Tuesday 9-12 
Or by appointment 
Fall,2003 
elliottd@mso.umt.edu 
243-6632 
Feminist Ethics: This course will provide students with the opportunity 
to explore, in detail, feminist-friendly and feminist-unfriendly 
philosophy and policies in historical and contemporary contexts. This 
course assumes working knowledge of the moral philosophy of 
Aristotle, Kant and Mill. Students who have not successfully 
completed Philosophy 200 or its equivalent are unlikely to be 
successful in this class. 
Specifically, students who participate actively in class and complete 
all reading and out-of-class assignments can expect, by the end of 
the semester, to be able to do the following: 
1) describe feminist critiques to traditional concepts in Western 
moral philosophy; 
2) apply traditional concepts of Western moral philosophy in a 
feminist-friendly way; 
3) abstract feminist-friendly concepts from a historical work; 
4) analyze feminist-friendly and feminist-unfriendly aspects of 
contemporary policy and practice. 
Measures for Success 
1) Completion of Pre-Course Case Analysis n/c 
2) Completion of Learning Goals n/c 
3) Active Participation 10% 
4) Three-Quarters-Term Exam 25°/o 
5) Presentation of Policy/Practice Analysis 10°/o 
6) Post-Course Case Analysis and Learning 
Goals Self Assessment 25% 
7) Written Analysis of Policy/Practice 25o/o 
Pre-Course Case Analysis and Completion of Learning Goals: 
Although students receive no credit for completion of these 
assignments, they must be turned in before formal instruction begins 
so that students can appropriately complete the self-assessment due 
at the end of class. 
Active Participation: Classes will generally begin by students being 
asked to notice, in writing or orally, aspects of the reading that they 
found confusing, confirming or otherwise noteworthy. The class is 
dependent upon all students taking responsibility for their learning. All 
readings and assignments are due at the START of the identified 
class period. No late assignments are accepted. Ever. Drafts of 
assignments turned in at least one week prior to deadline will be 
reviewed, with the opportunity for re-write and revision. 
Three-Quarters-Term Exam: This exam gives students an 
opportunity to demonstrate to themselves (and secondarily to the 
instructor) that they have achieved a working knowledge of concepts 
important to the study of feminist ethics. A set of exam questions will 
be distributed a month prior to the exam. Students are encouraged to 
study the exam questions together. On the day of the exam, students 
will be asked to choose five questions for their essay responses. 
Policy/Practice Analysis: Students are asked to pick a 
contemporary topic for analysis, such as beauty, work, reproduction, 
education, poverty, marketing, entertainment, journalism, etc., as the 
basis for providing feminist-friendly and feminist-unfriendly analysis. 
Students may work alone (discouraged) or in groups of up to three 
people. Presentations are expected to include visual examples as 
well as text and are meant to sensitize the rest of us to the 
genderized world in which we live. 
Accomodations: I am sensitive to meeting the special needs of 
students who require accommodations of one sort or another. Please 
meet with me outside of class to discuss any special needs. 
The Ethics of Ethics Class: I try to develop activities and methods 
of assessment that make cheating difficult and attempt to create a 
classroom community that would make cheating unthinkable. 
Students who disappoint me in this regard will be held accountable to 
the fullest extent allowed by the University. 
WEEKLY SCHEDULE 
Week I: 090303 Introduction 
Pre-Course Case Analysis 
Identification of Learning Goals 
The Feminist-friendly Classroom 
X, A Fabulous Children's Story 
Week II: 090803/091003 
Pre-Course Case Analysis and Learning Goals are DUE NO 
LATER THAN THE START OF CLASS MONDAY, 
090803. 
Structure for Analysis and HIStory 

Tong, Chapters 1 and 2 

Week Ill: 091503/091703 
HERstory 
Tong, Chapters 3 and 4 
Week IV: 092203/092403 
Some Contemporary Thinkers: Gilligan 
Tong, Chapter 5 
Week V: 092903/100103 
Some Contemporary Thinkers: Noddings 
Tong, Chapter 6 
Exam Questions Distributed 100103 
Week VI: 100603/100803 
Some Contemporary Thinkers: Maternal Theorists 
Tong, Chapter 7 
Week VII: 101303/101503 
Some Contemporary Thinkers: Political Theorists 
Tong, Chapter 8 
Week VIII: 102003/102203 
Some Contemporary Thinkers: Lesbian Theorists 
Tong, Chapter 9 
Week IX: 102703/102903 
Concept Review and Project Abstract Work 
Week X: 110303/110503 
Project Abstracts Due 110303 
Three-Quarters-Term Exam 110503 
Week XI: 111003/111203 
A Feminist-Friendly Utopia: Herland 
Gilman, Introduction through Chapter 6 
Week XII: 1111703/111903 
A Feminist-Friendly Utopia: Herland 
Gilman, Chapter 7 through end of book 
Week XIII: 112403/112603 
Monday: Project Research Day 
Week XIV: 120103/120303 
Project Presentations 
Week XV: 120803/121003 
Project Presentations 
Week XVI: Self-Assessment and Policy/Practice Analysis DUE 
NO LATER THAN 10 a.m. Monday, December 15. 
